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CleanTechnology and Innovation Made in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern   

Interesting facts, conditions, strategies, examples –  

A short illustrated description, from the point of view of enviMV 

 

Olaf Schätzchen, enviMV e.V., Rostock   

 

In general 

The German federal country Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (short following as MV) represents in an 

authentic manner the structure situation of the SBR: „SBR“ is part of EU rural area representing 80 % 

of EU territory and 50 % of EU-national income, with weak infrastructure, high diversity of action and 

protagonists, and in focus for resources to “feed” the urban regions by food, energy, compensation 

for impacts, carbondioxide natural “landfill” and recreation. 

MV is weak structured. The density of inhabitants is appr. 54/km², but only 22/km² in the rural south 

region.  

The number of industrial labour jobs is less than 29/1,000 Inhabitants in MV, with west-east 

differences from 44 down to less than 10. Average in Germany is 66 industrial jobs. 

CleanTech is -in societal understanding- both a summary of techniques services, products and a 

strategy of different sustainable and environment friendly strategies, incl. changing behaviours in 

resource exploration and consume (“footprints”). As Germany developed environmental protection 

in the late 70th until early 90th, because of water pollution, forest decline and labour medicine (as first 

environmental medicine sector) measures has been first based technical “on top” or “end of pipe”, 

expressed by limits of emission of environmental pollution. That changed in the late 90th to an 

integrated environmental protection “from the beginning - lifecycle” in production, advanced 

developed in the 2000th to resources management, recycling and sustainable economy called 

“greening”. 

In the period of political changes in the early 90th, the East German economy offers much more 

environmental problems and disorganisation du to unavailable techniques and management, so that 

this area and sector became more dynamic than other regions. 

There`s now a federal strategy focussing the economical capacity of the East German CleanTech 

sector to overcome the economic weakness , East Germany is so far a model region, based on a 

recent expertise on CT challenges, chances and perspectives from 2013. 

Less activities are to be recognized in green housebuilding on higher than legal standards and 

mobility. The turning rate of buildings is less than 2 %, and existing buildings are under right of 

continuance, and we note a conflict between tenants and landlords/hirers in investments on one 

hand and added values on the other. 

Green mobility has a history, beginning with trams and wired busses, than natural gas, followed by 

plant oil and hydrogen, biogas was not an alternative excepting biomethan in the natural gas mix, 

now the campaign is on e-mobility. That indicates a short term and easily changing frame system. But 

is discovers large challenges on economy, techniques, management and acceptance. Alternative fuels 

are to often uncompetitive in phases of low oil-gas-prices, tax advantages led not to compensations. 

Native plant seed oil was heavily tax-charged and disappeared consequently as direct fuel, now it is 

in the EU-gasoil-mix. Only commercial cars with tax reimbursements and occasions for amortisation 

come close to attractiveness.   
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MV has a very comfortable subsidy scenery for investments with relation to CO2-minimization, 

compatible with added financial frames by federal banks such as KfW. Total rates of up to 65 % in 

commercial projects are possible, up to 90 % in municipalities. 

MV developed and continued a Climate Protection Action Plan, recently as sector linking plan related 

to the understanding of CleanTech. The focus is on rising efficiency of energy and RES, avoiding 

carbondioxide-equivalents-emissions. Innovation is bonificable with extra rates. 

MV fosters participation of MV-CleanTech protagonists in EU-project networks, such as BEA-APP 

(energy mappings), COPREMM (sustainable energy communities coaching) or has fostered CleanTech 

clusters like enviMV. 

MV policy makers foster SME´s on merging 3rd markets such as Middle East, Russia and china, Latin 

America, where have been former (until 1990) merging markets for east German products and know-

how. This is a chance to get involved in export markets with CleanTech for SME`s, their cooperation 

and JV. 

A trend to revitalise rural public traffics by RES-driven systems (close to their production/surplus site) 

is coming.  

There`s a competitive driven discussion about the exploration of these resources between rural and 

urban areas. 

MV is SME-friendly, but the main waste disposal and energy transmission business are trust owned. 

A dominant group of enterprises are municipality owned in waste management and heat supply 

“Stadtwerke”, partly also responsible for power production and distribution, gas trading, public 

traffic, city cleaning.  A lot of companies are registered in the database umfis (www.umfis.de) with 

229 hits for M-WP. A general search engine who delivers what can be used for cleantech. 

(www.wlw.de). 

The wind energy network association has appr. 100 members, wide range from engineering, 

electronics, fabrication, shipyards a.s.o. www.wind-energy-network.de. 

Enterprises associations with as wide range of branches are exisiting, partly with commissions on 

environment, energy, R&D. They act local. www.rwi-online.de; www.unternehmerverbaende-

mv.com  .    

The federal association of municipal owned companies “VKU” represents 34 enterprises, thereunder 

engaged with 25 in energy, 24 water/waste water, 5 waste disposal and 2 broadband; www.vku.de  

Theres a network on fostering hydrogen technologies:  www.wti-mv.de, what also deals with green 

mobility, but presently in reorganisation. 

There`s no active association or network detected specialised on green construction. An education 

and demonstration center for renewables and climate is established, but with low effect on fostering 

business www.leea-mv.de. Recently the Country M-WP established in 2016 an Energy and Climate 

Protection Agency, to be developed to a sector-linking agency. www.leka-mv.de  

Rostock city is involved in the network Connected Cities Dialogue, where the CleanTech sector is in 

focus under sustainability, infrastructure, grenn management and governance a.s.o. The network is 

intercontinental European/African/middle east. www.connective-cities.net. 

The rural engagement in sustainability is bundled in projects of the Academy for Sustainable 

Development Mecklenburg-West Pomerania (ANE), corporated as Foundation by Law. 

www.nachhaltigkeitsforum.de; Founder are e.g. trusts of waste management, waste-to-energy, 
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Consulting and Management, REN, the leaderboard has representatives of administration, 

associations and universities.    

CleanTech is relevant for the labour market and both public care services as obligation and 

commercial business in M-WP:  appr. 500 market relevant enterprises and public bodies employ 

21.000 people with turnover of 7 Bill. €/yr. Main fields are wastes and waste water/sludge, 

production and distribution of renewable energies (without storing, because M-WP is 120 % net 

surplus and export country). Energy storing is in the technology readiness level of development and 

testing, no general market uptake in the next years of project CTI running time. Mobility is not a 

market, because MV is not very industrial structured with automotive branch. 

Resources efficiency is close related to these, e.g. land use for RES, phosphorus recycling from waste 

water and caloric values of wastes. The recycling rate total of wastes is close to 70 %, thereunder 

close to 100 % in packages/emballage. Approximately 15 % of household-waste is to be incinerated.  

In this volatile, diverse, dynamic and both economic and political strategic influenced frame, a 

number of success stories can be told, best practice examples and trends can be presented. 

Chances, challenges and Best Practice 

Clean-Technology and Innovation in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern have, both due to natural or 

geographic conditions, infra- and economy structure, and touching the Baltic Sea, some specialities, 

stand-alones and characteristics. Or to determine it in a short way: Cleantech is transparent and 

formative. It affects both country and economy.  

The well developed sector of maritime business, especially off-shore industries, integrates CleanTech 

in the branches shipyards and naval operation e.g. by developing efficient and emission minimized 

propulsions, environmental friendly surfaces and materials, construction of offshore energy systems, 

mining and exploration, coast and ocean environmental protection, or subsea monitoring. 

Enterprises of the pre-offshore industries such as IMG ROSOMA (Rostock), established decades ago 

as deliverer of special fishery shipping and processing components with high autarky capacities, are 

nowadays special constructors for food-and non-food techniques, waste and recycling or sludge 

components. 

   

Drying components of posty goods and thermal oil add-ons under construction(© IMG ROSOMA GmbH, Rostock) 

Specialists in the environment of the former nuclear power plant Greifswald-Lubmin, e.g. LIPPOLD 

MV, cluster their know how, e.g. in hydraulic systems, both in the energy, decomposition and 

decontamination technology and components and are active in transnational know-how transfer. 
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Mobile decontamination of segments of the Russian nuclear submarines in Murmansk (© LIPPOLD Mecklenburg-

Vorpommern GmbH, Neubrandenburg) 

The hinterland of the coastline and maritime economy is dominated by agriculture, food industry and 

tourism. The immense expanded installation of renewable energy plants has geographical and 

historical roots and conditions: 

The agriculture in MV belongs to the highest productive ones in Germany. Good conditions of soil, 

climate and area e.g. for potatoes, rapeseed and beets provide potentials to process food, 

biomaterials or biofuels, supplying nowadays large refineries across Europe.  

The southern part of the country with low soil properties and dryer climate is excellent for special 

products and energy. 

The cropland is used in multiple kind, plants are growing for food, fodder and energy (maize for dairy 

and biogas, beets for sugar and ethanol, low quality soils for wood plantations).  

Bio-Energy-villages make this multiple strategy for rural areas transparent. 

       

Left: Biogas-CHP-plant Farm van der Ham KG, Bollewick, Constructor:: Rotaria GmbH Rerik; Middle: bio-chp-fed heating grid 

in Bollewick, constructor: Rehau AG Erlangen and Gluth Anlagenbau Neubrandenburg (© private photos), right: solar 

memorial building Feldsteinscheune Bollewick (built 1881),connected with the DH-grid © B. Meyer 
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Biodiversity and cleantech as food, energy and infrastructure are not in opposition, if planned and 

realized in sustainable manner.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Biodiversity around village Bollewick, with 1,5 MWel installed biogas, 2 dairy farms, in a touristic hot spot (Mueritz National 

Park Region; © Bertold Meyer, ARGE Bioenergie Bollewick GbR) 

Additional, the combined use of crop land in suitable and authorised areas for wind power 

generation, what means up to 1.5 % of the total country area, is possible and basis of the country 

strategy „energyland 2020“. Both forests, nature protected areas and preferred areas for tourism 

and recreation are discharged from the pressure to need area for the energy transition. On the other 

hand side these measures safe the sustainability of soft consume of resource under climate 

protection strategies, and added values for economy. Constructors like NORDEX, Rostock, 

component deliverers like EIKBOOM, or engineers and operators like ENERTRAG provides 

tenthousands of jobs in the wind energy sector. 

 

Industry, energy and landuse can libv ein balance ( © Enertrag AG)  

The geographical, natural, cultural and touristy attractiveness in MV is both ambition, challenge and 

chance for CleanTech. The visibility of CleanTech in MV is oftener, more emotional and individual 

recognized than in industrial clusters or urban areas. The stock of special historical, cultural building 

can be saved e.g. by soft, sustainable energetic renovation for revitalisation. 
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Left: Energetic renovation of the largest SPA and hotel-complex on MV`s coast, with CHP-prosumer concept,  Baltic Sport- 

und Ferienhotel, Zinnowitz (© : privat); right: Photovoltaic  100 kWp on a memorial country house and barn in Ivenack (© 

privat)   

Since 2015, in MV more renewable energy (power) is produced than consumed. That fact provides 

the challenge and chance to reorganize the “energy landscape”, to minimize own dependencies from 

imported energies, and to export own energy products. 

 

 Development and trends in balances and structure of the power generation MV from 2000 -2014 © Government MV)  

Universities, colleges, technology center („incubators“) and clusters in Wismar, Rostock, Stralsund, 

Greifswald and Neubrandenburg are engaged in fields e.g. sector linking, power storing and 

accumulating, Power-to-Heat, Power-to-Gas, E-und H-mobility, efficiency of plants and processes, 

CleanTech-infrastructure like grids, traffics, and urban quarter management. One speciality is to be 

seen in the wide spread application options of plasma techniques, e.g. in pollutant handling and 

surface treatment.  

A further branch is the processing of food and food additives. Fish, potatoes, beets, rapeseed, pectin, 

dried fruits and lupines are some examples. Innovative superfood processing can be the solarthermal 

algae farming, also applicable in cosmetics and pharmacy. 
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Power-to-gas and power-to-heat. To rise the efficiency of windpower surpluses is necessary (© Enertrag AG) 

                                    

Left: Underwater surface and pollutant treatment by plasmatechnology (© INP Greifswald), right: Greenhouse solarthermal 

algaefarming and CO2-fertilization with the MINT-technology (© MINT Gmbh, Berlin) 

 

The  CleanTech-market „resources and recycling“, provides beside „urban mining“, as recycling of 

matters, also the energetic potentials of waste, landfill-gas, wastewater and sludge and industrial 

flue gas/heat energy, minimizes the consume of primary energy imports for generation  by 1/6.  

To safe this contribution to the energy transition and resource economy, it demands pre-CleanTech 

analysis, engineering, construction and logistic of plants and processes. 

 

Left: innovative hybrid-truck for waste disposal (© Fa. Nehlsen); right: Landfill of the public body Mecklenburgs Lake District 

with waste treatment, caloric fuel fabrication, integrated landscape planning of tipping. An integrated energy concept for 

the location in cooperation with the local communities is under progress. ©: OVVD GmbH).   

Both evident for clean food processing and added local values by waste-to-energy is the fact, that  

the 3 high-caloric-fuel fired CHP-P´plants and 2 recycled-wood-chip fired CHP-plants supply 
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neighbouring international food processors (pectine, sweets, potato chips…) with power, steam and 

warm water.   

Commercial estate planning, infrastructure and CleanTech have been conditions for the added 

investments, jobs, taxes.  

    

Left: Flue gas conditioning and filtering in the caloric fuel CHP Hagenow. It supplies the Mecklenburger Kartoffelveredelung 

with steam (© IBS Service GmbH); Right: caloric fuel CHP by EEW Energy from Waste GmbH& Co. KG, it supplies Pfann 

(Unilver) in Stavenhagenwith steam. A combines concept with the DH-system in the town integrated with sludge processing 

energy of the waste-water-plant is under progress. 

CleanTech is well promoted in MV. CleanTech Promotion in MV is represented on diverse levels and 

several clusters: 

 

The Invest in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern GmbH (Schwerin) ist the governmental promotion company  

of the federal country Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. As „One-Stop-Agency” it is partner for all 

eneterprises expanding or founding in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. It supports foreign investors and 

is consultant for investments and frames. It provides wide spread projektmanagement- and support-

services, from feasibility studies to realization of measures and investments.  

 

enviMV e.V. association established in Rostock with 24 members in recycling and disposal, land 

management and engineering, infrastructure, special construction, energy techniques and services, 

internal quality, safety, environmental and energy management, consulting, analytics, steering.  

enviMV is partner of Rostock Business, Gesellschaft für Wirtschafts- und Technologieförderung mbH 

    

in the South-Baltic Interreg-Projekt „CleanTech International“ to foster the B2B of SME in the 

CleanTech merging markets, focussed in the Baltic Sea Region. 
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Cooperating with the Subsea Monitoring Network Rostock and CleanTech partner from Lithuania, 

Sweden and Poland, the Baltic Clean Technology Conference for Sustainable Solutions is organized to 

be held in Sept. 2017 in Rostock. 

 

The East-German CleanTech branch is organized in the CleanTech-Initiative East. 

 

Contact 

Contact Point South Baltic CleanTech International 

Olaf Schätzchen 

enviMV e.V. 

Petridamm 26 

D18146 Rostock 

Phone: 0049 381 66 69 01 45 

Mobile: 0049 172     98 06 79 

Mail: info@envimv.de 

Web: www.envimv.de    
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Members of enviMV (please use the links of the website: http://www.envimv.de/en/members.html) 

  

 

 


